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Abstract
In this study, we evaluate the spectral distortion caused by a
block-wise parameter generation method in statistical paramet-
ric speech synthesis. Although an entire utterance is optimized
in the conventional calculation algorithm, in this study, calcula-
tion blocks equally divided from the entire sequence are sequen-
tially optimized to reduce required RAM size. To reduce distor-
tion, several extra frames following the calculation block are
taken into account in the calculation first, then the extra frames
are discarded after the calculation. In addition, two methods are
also proposed for computational load leveling. In the experi-
ment, the mean and maximum of mel-cepstral distortion (MCD)
were examined for synthetic sounds of 503 Japanese sentences
using HMMs trained from 10.5 hours of male speech sounds.
The results show that the MCD from the conventional method
rapidly decreases by increasing the number of discarded extra
frames.
Index Terms: statistical parametric speech synthesis, pipelined
processing, streaming, embedded systems, mel-cepstral distor-
tion

1. Introduction
Ultra-low-power speech synthesizers are required for wearable
sensors and the Internet of Things (IoT) sensor devices. Speech
synthesizers implemented on microcontroller units (MCUs),
which are one-package devices including not only a CPU but
also peripherals, are suitable for such purposes. Since the latest
MCUs have 32-bit CPU cores driven by tens of MHz clocks,
hundreds of kilobytes of RAM, and some megabytes of flash
memory, standalone speech synthesis software by HMM-based
speech synthesis [1, 2] can practically run on the MCUs. Ac-
tually, we have been developed a TTS system based on HMM-
based speech synthesis for 32-bit MCUs [3].

HMM-based speech synthesis is generalized as statistical
parametric speech synthesis (SPSS) [4, 5]. However, most con-
ventional software of SPSS-based systems is not directly appli-
cable to MCU-based systems mainly due to the insufficiency
of RAM size. Many MCUs do not support the use of exter-
nal RAM. Although some MCUs can use external RAM, the
number of signal traces dramatically increases when using the
external RAM. Consequently, the physical size and cost of the
system significantly increases. In order to reduce the required
RAM size, temporarily stored data should be reduced. Al-
though this reduction can be achieved by block-wise process-
ing, block-wise processing of parameter generation processing
is not straightforward. This is because the conventional param-
eter generation algorithm [6], which is often called maximum-
likelihood parameter generation (MLPG), is based on the opti-
mization of an entire utterance. In other words, block-wise pro-
cessing of the parameter generation leads to some deterioration
of the results.

To achieve block-wise processing of parameter generation
with less distortion, this study examines a block-wise parameter
generation algorithm as an extension of the conventional calcu-
lation method. In the method, the series of parameter sequences
is divided into calculation processing blocks of equal length.
Parameter generation calculation is sequentially performed for
each block. In the calculation of each block, the parameter se-
quences of preceding blocks and extra frames following the last
frame of the target block are also considered in the optimiza-
tion. On the other hand, after calculating including the extra
frames, the solutions corresponding to the extra frames are dis-
carded. By executing this process repeatedly, the solutions of
the parameters are output sequentially.

In this study, our goal is reduction of the mel-cepstral dis-
tortion (MCD) from the sequence generated by the conventional
method. Furthermore, in order to distribute the calculation load
on the time axis, two additional methods to shift calculation
timings are also examined. Although another algorithm sim-
ilar to the recursive-least-square (RLS) algorithm has already
been proposed to achieve frame-wise processing [7], its purpose
seems to be limited to reduction of latency. For most speech
synthesizers, extremely short latency achieved by costly meth-
ods is unnecessary in practice. For example, latency for several
hundreds of milliseconds may be acceptable while it is too long
for voice conversion. Also, considering the RAM size of the
present MCUs, it would not be necessary to reduce the required
RAM size less than tens of kilobytes. Rather, increase of the
computational cost should be suppressed. Thus, the conven-
tional RLS algorithm-based approach was not adopted in our
systems because of the computational cost.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. For later ex-
planation and discussion, the conventional parameter genera-
tion algorithm is explained in Section 2. Section 3 introduces a
block-wise parameter generation algorithm in this study. Sec-
tion 4 introduces three timing methods for temporally compu-
tational load leveling. Spectral distortion caused by the block-
wise processing is examined in in Section 5. Finally, Section 6
concludes the paper.

2. Conventional parameter generation
algorithm

In this section, c(i) and o(i) denote static feature vec-
tors and observation vectors for speech synthesis at the i-th
frame, respectively. The number of frames denotes N . For
speech synthesis, the sequence of static feature vectors C =
[c(0), c(1), ..., c(N −1)] is required, which is called trajectory
hereafter. To generate smooth trajectories corresponding to nat-
ural speech sounds, the observation vector o(i) for speech syn-
thesis often includes not only c(i), but also its dynamic feature
vectors. In this study, o(i) consists of the static feature vector
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c(i) and two dynamic feature vectors Δc(i) and Δ2c(i) as

o(i) = [c(i),Δc(i),Δ2c(i)]� (1)

where

Δc(i) = −1

2
c(i− 1) +

1

2
c(i+ 1) (2)

Δ2c(i) = c(i− 1)− 2 c(i) + c(i+ 1). (3)

In HMM-based speech synthesis, distributions of o(i) are
modeled at each state of HMMs.

The parameter sequence bfC is determined by

C = argmax
C

P (O|q, λ) (4)

where
O = [o(0),o(1), ..., o(N − 1)] (5)

and, λ, q and P (O|q, λ) are HMM, a series of the state transi-
tion of the HMM and the likelihood of the model λ when state
transition is q, respectively. Similar to [6], sub-optimal q esti-
mated only from the distributions of the state durations of the
HMM is used to estimate C in this study.

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that each compo-
nent of observation vector o(i) for a parameter can be mod-
eled by a Gaussian distribution, independently of other com-
ponents. Therefore, parameters for trajectory generation for
c = [c(0), c(1), . . . , c(N − 1)]� can be arranged as

o = [c(0),Δc(0),Δ2c(0), c(1),Δc(1),Δ2c(1),

. . . , c(N − 1),Δc(N − 1),Δ2c(N − 1)]� (6)
µ = [μ0(0), μ1(0), μ2(0), μ0(1), μ1(1), μ2(1),

. . . , μ0(N − 1), μ1(N − 1), μ2(N − 1)]� (7)
Σ = diag(σ2

0(0), σ
2
1(0), σ

2
2(0), σ

2
0(1), σ

2
1(1), σ

2
2(1),

. . . , σ2
0(N − 1), σ2

1(N − 1), σ2
2(N − 1)) (8)

where, μ0, μ1 and μ2 denote the means of Gaussian distribu-
tions for c, Δc and Δ2c, respectively. Similarly, σ2

0 , σ2
1 and σ2

2

denote the variances of the Gaussian distributions, respectively.
Where W denotes a 3N ×N matrix for conversion from c

to o, i.e. o = Wc, the estimate of the parameter trajectory ĉ is
given as

ĉ = argmax
c

P (Wc|µ,Σ) (9)

Consequently, ĉ can be obtained by solving the following
equations [6]:

W�Σ−1Wĉ = W�Σ−1µ (10)

Now, A and y denote (W�Σ−1W) and (W�Σ−1µ),
respectively. Thus, Equation (10) is expressed as:

Aĉ = y. (11)

3. Extension of the conventional algorithm
for block-wise processing

In this paper, block-wise processing rather than frame-wise pro-
cessing like [7] is studied to reduce required RAM size and
suppress increase of the computational cost for parameter gen-
eration. For each calculation for a block, several extra frames
following the last frame of the block are taken into account to
reduce distortion caused by this block-wise processing. In the
following, L denotes the period of blocks in the numbers of

frames and D denotes the number of the extra frames. In our
method, parameter generation for L+D frames is performed for
each block, and then the last D frames of the generated result
are discarded (i.e., not used for speech synthesis). Also, solu-
tions of the previous calculation blocks are taken into account
in the calculation of the block.

Now Ai,j denotes coefficient matrix of the equations for
the conventional parameter generation from frame i to j. Equa-
tion (11) can be rewritten as

A(0,n−1)ĉ(0,n−1) = y(0,n−1) (12)

where

ĉ(i,j) = [ĉ(i), · · · , ĉ(j)]� (13)

y(i,j) = [y(i), · · · , y(j)]� (14)
n = m+ L+D (15)

and m− 1 is the last frame that have been already solved in the
calculation of the previous block. Since ĉ(0) to ĉ(m − 1) are
constants while ĉ(m) to ĉ(n − 1) are variables, Equation (12)
consists of L+D equations that include the L+D variables. By
solving the equations, block-wise processing is achieved. The
equations are denoted as

A(m,n−1)ĉ(m,n−1) = y′
(m,n−1) (16)

where

y′
(m,n−1) = [y′(m), · · · , y′(n− 1)]� (17)

y′(i) = y(i)−
m−1∑

j=0

aij ĉ(j). (18)

Where Δc(i) and Δ2c(i) are defined as Equation (2) and
(3), A is a band matrix whose band width is 2, i.e., ai,j =
aj,i = 0 where i < j − 2. In this condition, ĉ(0), ..., ĉ(m− 3)
are not included in Equation (18), i.e., the block-wise process-
ing requires the last two samples in the previous calculation
block. Also, y′

(m,n−1) includes μ1(m − 1) and μ2(m − 1),
which belong to the previous block.

In addition, σ2
1(n − 1) and σ2

2(n − 1) (the variances of
Δc(n−1) and Δ2c(n−1), respectively) should be set to infinity
because the generated parameter should be free from μ1(n−1)
and μ2(n−1), which cannot be defined without c(n). It should
be noted that this operation is also necessary for the first and
last frames in calculation by the conventional method.

Thus, the block-wise calculation can be implemented by
modification of Equation (11).

4. Computational load leveling by
calculation block shifting

Due to the block-wise processing, CPU load in practical sys-
tems may temporally fluctuate. In particular, where the calcu-
lation for a block is simultaneously performed for all dimen-
sions of spectral parameters, long processing time is spent at
once. This means that a larger buffer to store the results or faster
CPU may be required to avoid buffer underrun in the digital-to-
analog conversion as the final process of speech synthesis.

To level the CPU load, calculation blocks for each dimen-
sion of the parameters can be separately and differently shifted
along the time axis. For the experiment in Section 5, the fol-
lowing three methods are introduced in this study:
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(a) No shifting

0th
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3rd
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30th
31st

0 time
(b) Simple shifting

0th
1st
2nd
3rd
4th

30th
31st

0 time
(c) Scrambled shifting

Figure 1: Block placement with shifting to level computational loads where the dimensionality of mel-cepstrum is 32. Gray areas
correspond to calculated but discarded frames in calculation of the previous blocks.

No shifting
No frame shifting is performed. The start and end frames
of the blocks are the same for all dimensions of mel-
cepstrum.

Simple shifting
Start and end frames of calculation blocks for each di-
mension of mel-cepstrum are differently shifted along
the time axis. The start (and end) frames of a block
for each dimension are equally placed in block period
L. In this study, the first block in the block sequence
for each dimension is shortened from L to achieve this
shifted block arrangement without increase of the re-
quired RAM size. Because the lower order coefficient
of mel-cepstrum can be more influential on MCD, the

first calculation block is configured shorter for higher co-
efficients of mel-cepstrum. In other words, calculation
blocks are shifted in the reverse order of the dimensions
of mel-cepstrum. For example, when the dimensional-
ity of mel-cepstrum is 32, the block length of the first
block is 1 for the 31st coefficients while that for the 0th
coefficients is 32.

Scrambled shifting
Scrambled shifting is similar to simple shifting, but the
order of the shifting of the blocks is scrambled. In simple
shifting, the block boundaries for low dimensional coef-
ficients are successive along the frame sequence. This
may continuously cause large distortions. To avoid this,
the order of the shift is reordered to scatter the bound-
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aries for low dimensional coefficients. In this study, the
reorder is performed by bit-reverse operation of the bi-
nary representation of the dimensional number. For ex-
ample, where the dimensionality is 32, the calculation
blocks in the simple shifting are placed in order of the
block for the 31st coefficients, that for the 30th coeffi-
cients, ..., that for the 0th coefficient. By contrast, in the
scrambled shifting, those are placed in order of those for
the 31th, 15th, 23rd, 7th, 27th, 11th, 19th, 3rd, ..., 24th,
16th, 8th, 0th coefficients. By the scrambled shifting,
spectral distortion may be temporally scattered.

Figure 1 schematically shows examples of block placement
with three shifting methods. Calculation for the next block is
basically performed at block boundaries. The figure indicates
that timings of calculation is scattered in simple shifting and
scrambled shifting.

5. Experiment
5.1. Setup for the speech synthesizer

To evaluate distortion caused by block-wise processing, exper-
imentally parameter generation was conducted. In the evalua-
tion, means and variances of the parameters were determined
by the HMM-based speech synthesis techniques. Used HMMs
were trained from 10.5-hour Japanese speech sounds by a male
narrator. Spectral parameters are the 31st order mel-cepstrum
where the dimensionality is 32. The frame period is 5 ms. For
training of the HMMs, HTS [8] was used.

MCDs from the trajectories by the conventional parame-
ter generation method were calculated by synthesizing the 503
sentences designed by ATR [9]. Not only mean MCD but also
maximal MCD for all frames were examined. As calculation
block shifting methods, (a) no shifting, (b) simple shifting and
(c) scrambled shifting described in Section 4 were examined.

Because the 0th coefficients are also used for speech syn-
thesis, the 0th coefficients were also considered in calculation
of MCDs.

5.2. Results

Figure 2 shows the mean MCD of the 503 sentences for each
configuration. There is almost no difference between the three
methods for the calculation block shifting. While large MCD is
observed where the number of discarded frames D is small, the
mean MCD value rapidly decreases by increase of D. The max-
imal MCD in all frames is shown in Figure 3. Different from
the plots of the mean MCDs, plots in this figure correspond to
raw values at the frames with maximal MCDs. Therefore, the
plots can fluctuate especially where both L and D are small.
We guessed that this would be the reason for the discontinuity
of the plots where L = 64 and D = 3. The maximal MCD in
(b) is slightly better than that in (a), and (c) is slightly better as
compared to (b). Nonetheless, where L = 16, the MCD in (c)
is slightly larger than that in (b). This may be caused by the first
calculation blocks that were more shortened than (b) in some
low-dimensional parameters.

Referring to the mean MCDs, even where D is small, dis-
tortion does not seem so large because the distortion of synthetic
speech from training speech is empirically above 4 dB. By con-
trast, where D is small, the maximal MCDs seems large for any
settings. These findings suggest that the occurrence of signifi-
cantly distorted frames is inevitable where D is small, and large
L decreases only the frequency of the occurrence of distorted
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Figure 2: Mean MCD of the synthetic sounds of the ATR503
text set. Condition (a), (b) and (c) correspond to no shifting,
simple shifting and scrambled shifting, respectively. The results
are plotted in other colors for different block period L.

frames. Those imply that optimization of L and D based on
subjective evaluation cannot be easy because subjective scores
may be dependent on less-frequent distortion. In fact, because L
and D in our TTS system for MCUs [3] were configured based
only on our preliminary listening of several tens of sentences,
these were set to 33 and 2, respectively, which could generate
trajectories with large distortion. For subjective optimization,
tests with large amounts of stimuli will be required.

Nonetheless, considering the built-in RAM size of recent
MCUs, several ten frames of D to reduce the maximal MCDs
will be practical. Where L is large, large D is less problematic
in terms of computational cost because the calculation cost of
the block-wise method is (L+D)/L times the cost of the con-
ventional method. Also, approximately one hundred frames of
L+D are acceptable for recent MCU. For example, if additional
65 (= 100− (33+2)) frames of 32 dimensional mel-cepstrum
are stored as 32-bit float values, additional memory size is 8.13
KB. On the other hand, L+D corresponds to latency for param-
eter generation. According to [3], latency for parameter gener-
ation in L = 33 and D = 2 was only 0.008 times the real
time even in the worst case. For example, although one hun-
dred frames of L + D makes latency for parameter generation
approximately three times, it seems still practically short.
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Figure 3: Maximal MCD of the frames in the synthetic sounds
of the ATR503 text set. The conditions and colors are the same
as those in Figure 2.

6. Conclusion
In this study, we have introduced a block-wise parameter gen-
eration algorithm for statistical parametric speech synthesizers.
The introduced algorithm is an extension of the conventional
algorithm. In the experiment, the mean mel-cepstral distortion
(MCD) and the maximal MCD in all frames were examined for
synthetic sounds of 503 Japanese sentences using HMM trained
from 10.5 hours of male speech sounds. The experimental re-
sults show that the MCD from the conventional method rapidly
decreases by increasing the number of discarded frames. For
recent MCUs with large RAMs, distortion of the parameter gen-
eration caused by the block-wise processing can be suppressed
sufficiently for practical use without a significant increase of
computational cost.
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